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Millennial scale maximum 
intensities of typhoon and storm 
wave in the northwestern Pacific 
ocean inferred from storm 
deposited reef boulders
Kenta Minamidate1 ✉, Kazuhisa Goto2,3, Masashi Watanabe4,5, Volker Roeber6, Ken toguchi7, 
Masami Sannoh8, Yosuke nakashima9 & Hironobu Kan10

Typhoons and associated storm waves in the northwestern Pacific Ocean commonly cause coastal 
disasters. the possibility remains that an even stronger typhoon than the strongest one observed to 
date might have occurred before. the development of a method to estimate a maximum intensity 
of past typhoons over thousands of years is important for paleoclimatology, paleoceanography and 
disaster prevention. numerous storm wave boulders exist on reefs in the Ryukyu islands, Japan, which 
have been deposited to their present position by the cumulative effects of the past storm waves. These 
boulders can be used as proxies for the hydrodynamic conditions of the largest waves from past events. 
Here, we present numerical computations for storm waves and boulder transport with the boulder 
distribution as a constraint factor to estimate the maximum intensities of storm waves and their 
causative typhoon events over the past 3500 years. Though the intensities of the maximum estimated 
waves and associated typhoon events were slightly stronger than those recorded over the past ~70 
years in the Ryukyu islands, our results suggest that no abnormally intense typhoon has struck the 
Ryukyu Islands in the past 3500 years. The potential impact from tsunamis remains uncertain; however, 
our results are meteorologically reasonable.

Tropical cyclones and associated storm waves are extreme ocean phenomena that can lead to significant geo-
morphic changes and serious disasters in the coastal zone1,2. Especially, the northwestern Pacific Ocean is one of 
the most active tropical cyclone areas in the world3, and thus it is necessary to take measures against the impact 
of intense typhoons in this area. In Japan, records of typhoon measurements have been available since A.D.19514. 
While measurement records in Japan are relatively long (~70 years) compared to other countries, the record 
period is still too short for an accurate assessment of long-term risks. It is therefore difficult to exclude the possi-
bility that extremely intense typhoons and consequent wave impacts have been generated in historical and pre-
historic times in the northwestern Pacific Ocean. Although historical or archeological records are indeed useful, 
their availability is sometimes limited depending on both  location and history5,6. Also, intensities of typhoons 
are difficult to be estimated from these records. Geological records are crucial to perform the necessary risk 
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assessment of storm surges and waves along the coast over a few hundred to thousand years before the measure-
ment records7–10. Although there are few previous studies11,12, the methodology to reconstruct past wave condi-
tions and the causative typhoon intensities from the geological records are still limited.

Large coastal boulders in excess of 1 m in dimeter are one of the useful sedimentary records to reconstruct fre-
quency and intensity of past extreme wave events11–15. Here we conducted a field survey and numerical modeling 
efforts at Kudaka Island, Japan (Fig. 1), where numerous storm wave boulders are reported16, in order to estimate 
the maximum intensities of the storm waves and the associated typhoon events over a few thousand years around 
the Ryukyu Islands.

the Kudaka boulders
Numerous boulders are deposited on the reefs along the Ryukyu Islands and discrimination of their origin has 
been an important issue during past 30 years17,18 because the islands are situated in the path of strong typhoons as 
well as the Ryukyu Trench, which may induce large earthquakes and tsunamis.

Goto et al.18 suggested that there is a clear difference in the spatial and clast size distributions of the boulders 
deposited by storm waves and tsunamis in the Ryukyu Islands. Indeed, the storm wave boulders are distributed 
throughout the Pacific coasts of Ryukyu Islands with limited distance from the reef edge (~300 m) because the 
storm boulders accumulate in accordance with the attenuation of the storm waves18. The boulders on the Kudaka 
Island show a typical distribution of storm boulders so that they are interpreted as stemming from storms16.

Whether the Ryukyu Trench is coupled or decoupled is still an ongoing debate19,20. However, no large histor-
ical earthquakes were reported except for some moderately large ones with magnitudes of around 8.021,22. The 
1771 Meiwa earthquake and tsunami that occurred off the Ishigaki Island (Fig. 1) was the only known event that 
generated a large tsunami with about 30 m in run-up height23. The tsunami might have been generated by an 
earthquake with Mw = 8.024, with possible contributions of a submarine landslide13,23,25. Indeed, the affected area 
by the 1771 tsunami is limited only to the southern Ryukyu Islands and no influence was recorded at the Okinawa 
Islands including the Kudaka Island26. On the reefs of these tsunami-affected southern islands, extremely large 
boulders are deposited along the coastline over the ~1.5 km wide reef, with a distinctly different distribution from 
the storm boulders26. Hence, these boulders can be of tsunami origin. These sedimentological criteria for the 
differentiation was supported by numerical modeling by Watanabe et al.27; they suggested that boulders near the 
reef edge can be explained by the normal size of storm wave while those along the coastline at southern islands 
should have been deposited by tsunamis.

It is obvious that the boulders along the Ryukyu Islands can be characterized by the preferential distribution: 
tsunami boulders are observed only on the southern islands but not at central to northern Ryukyu Islands includ-
ing Kudaka Island18. In this point, the Ryukyu Islands is a rare place where discrimination of tsunami and storm 
boulders were successfully performed.

Although the boulders at Kudaka Island are interpreted to stem from storm origin16, can we fully exclude the 
potential influence of tsunamis? A Tsunami is an event that can significantly disturb the distribution of storm 

Figure 1. (a) A map of Ryukyu Islands. Kudaka Island is shown as a black solid circle. A base map is provided 
by ESRI Japan. (b) A map showing the boulder distribution in Kudaka Island (after Goto et al.16). Red dotted 
line depicts the reef edge. A base map is created using data provided by Okinawa Prefecture. (c) A photo of the 
boulders on the reef. The photo was taken from the reef crest toward the land.
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wave boulders18,26,27. If large tsunami occurred in the past near the Kudaka Island, boulders cannot remain along 
the reef edge and all of them should have been moved landward significantly as is observed in the southern 
islands where was affected by the 1771 Meiwa tsunami. However, there is no evidence that boulders at Kudaka 
Island moved beyond the distribution limit of storm wave boulders16 so that we can exclude the possible influence 
of large tsunamis with wave force to change the boulders’ distribution significantly. While, we cannot fully exclude 
the possibility that small tsunamis might have occurred in the past around the Kudaka Island that were too weak 
to have changed the distribution of storm boulders (Fig. S1). However, even such small tsunamis occurred in the 
past, they do not affect to the following discussion about the estimation of typhoon intensities (Fig. S1).

Reef boulders on the coral reef flat of Kudaka Island, were originally composed of reef material from the reef 
edge. They are commonly dislocated by waves and it is well known that their clast size and spatial distributions 
are strongly controlled by the wave deformation due to the reef topography16. Storm waves attenuate on the 
shallow and flat reef28,29, thus they cannot maintain the wave force to move boulders a long distance on the reef. 
Numerous small storm waves have potentially be generated by small but frequent typhoons. Such small waves 
probably have a role to emplace small boulders and slightly move them landward. However, since smaller waves 
attenuated faster, they can only transport boulders in a shorter distance (Fig. S1). On the other hand, larger waves 
can overwrite the previous clast size and spatial distribution of boulders more landward. Hence, storm wave 
boulders are distributed over a limited distance from their sources (=reef edge) unless they were transported by 
stronger wave forces.

According to the field observation and satellite image analyses, new storm wave boulders have frequently 
been emplaced and changed their position on the reef after the large typhoon events even in the recent years16. 
Considering this fact, storm wave boulders were probably shifted landward to their present positions by the inter-
mittent but cumulative effect of numerous waves generated by numerous typhoon events. Thus, it is possible to 
assume that the present distribution of storm wave boulders, especially certain weight of boulders deposited in 
the maximum landward distances from the reef edge, could have been formed by the maximum wave since their 
deposition on the reef of about few thousand years ago16. This in turn suggests that the maximum storm wave can 
be estimated using the present distribution of storm wave boulders.

cross sectional calculation of storm wave and boulder transport
By assuming mean sea level, the calculation of boulder transport with 133 cases of initial wave condition were 
performed (Table S1). Although the offshore waveform is almost constant regardless of time, the waves shorten in 
wavelength and increase in height as they go to shallow sea (Fig. S2). The wave height further grows near the reef 
edge before it breaks. The water level became the highest at offshore of the reef edge (Fig. S3), and then it dropped 
quickly as the water depth became shallower on the reef slope. The water level remarkably dropped on the reef 
flat, and finally the maximum water level on the reef decreased to about one third of offshore level. Similarly, 
the maximum water velocity increased drastically at offshore of the reef edge and then water velocity suddenly 
decreased on the reef, although a small peak of velocity was observed at around the outer slope of the shallow 
lagoon. Under such wave condition, boulders are intermittently moved landward by number of waves and then 
stopped at the places where resisting forces of each boulder become equal to the wave forces (Fig. S4).

Typhoon and wave field
The simulation of typhoon and consequent wave field were conducted in 17 cases (Fig. 2). The strength of wave 
distribution mainly corresponded to the wind speed distribution. Furthermore, the maximum significant wave 
height (Hs) was the highest on the southern side of Okinawa Island where Kudaka Island is located. Results 
showed that Hs and peak wave period (Tp) also become larger as the strength of the typhoon becomes stronger 
(Table 1, Fig. 3). In the calculation of typhoon 0704’s hindcasting, Hs at Nakagusuku Bay was calculated to be 
13.95 m. This is consistent with the actual observed record of 13.61 m30, implying that our simulation was valid.

Figure 2. Results of storm simulation for caseT01. (a) Maximum wind velocity (m/s), and (b) maximum 
significant wave height (m). See Fig. S5 for other cases.
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Maximum storm wave condition that influenced boulder distribution
Ideally, if there are several boulders with near equal dimension and weight, the maximum landward transport 
distances from the source should be about the same when topography and roughness on the reef can be assumed 
to be constants as like Kudaka Island. Moreover, the boulders could have been moved with the longer distance 
from the reef edge with decreasing boulder weight. Indeed, the distribution of the boulders with the longest dis-
tance from the reef edge among each weight shows the exponentially fining trend16. On the other hand, there are 
many boulders whose distribution distance is shorter than expected. Such boulders may have not been reached to 
the maximum possible distance yet because they have not been sufficiently affected by waves after their emplace-
ments on the reef, although they still have chance to be transported further inland by forthcoming larger waves. 
Considering these distribution trends, each boulder with maximum inland distance should be adopted as the 
constraint of maximum wave estimation. Among the boulders with similar weights, the most landward ones are 
used as markers in this study. We divided boulders into seven groups by weight (Table 2) and adopted the land-
ward boulders in each group as markers.

P (hPa) V (knots) Hs (m) Tp (sec)

caseT01 880 145 17.51 15.76

caseT02 885 140 17.69 15.77

caseT03 890 135 17.49 15.83

caseT04 895 130 17.48 15.78

caseT05 900 125 17.23 15.74

caseT06 905 120 17.04 15.74

caseT07 910 115 16.71 15.68

caseT08 915 110 16.39 15.51

caseT09 920 105 16.00 15.38

caseT10 925 100 15.54 15.23

caseT11 930 95 14.96 15.04

caseT12 935 90 14.45 14.82

caseT13 940 85 13.76 14.53

caseT14 945 80 13.08 14.19

caseT15 950 75 12.24 13.84

T0704 930 95 14.97 15.04

T5115 870 104 15.85 15.35

Table 1. Storm conditions (central pressure and maximum wind speed) and output of storm simulation 
(significant wave height and peak wave period).

Figure 3. The results of wave and boulder transport calculations by BOSZ, and storm simulation by Delft-3D/
SWAN. Red circle: wave condition that can move all marker boulders. A red regression curve is drawn using red 
plots with the smallest peak wave period in each significant wave height ranging from 10 to 19 m. Cross: wave 
condition that cannot move one or more marker boulders. Blue diamond: results of storm wave calculated by 
Delft-3D/SWAN modeling.
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As shown in Fig. 3, there is a clear boundary whether all marker boulders are moved or not, suggesting that 
the boundary approximates wave conditions that can explain the present boulders’ distribution. It is important to 
note that the residual error, sum of the difference of transport distance of marker boulders, became minimum on 
the approximate curve (Fig. 3). If Hs is >20 m, residual error becomes significantly large irrespective of Tp (Fig. 3), 
because relatively small boulders were moved too much. On the other hand, when Hs is <9 m, some marker boul-
ders could not be moved irrespective of Tp, probably because the energy of the wave is dissipated on the reef and 
the wave force to move boulders cannot be maintained. Consequently, Hs ranging from 10 to 19 m would be the 
best explanation of the present distribution of boulders with <20 m in residual error.

Among the conditions that can move all marker boulders, the condition with the smallest residual error 
(13.32 m) is the wave condition with 13 m in Hs and 18 sec in Tp. However, as seen in Fig. 3, a wave with a long Tp 
of 18 sec is difficult to be generated by the course of the typhoon set in our study. On the other hand, condition 
with the second smallest residual error (13.33 m) is the wave with 17 m and 16 sec. Therefore, this wave condition 
is more likely to be the maximum wave that can satisfy the present boulder distribution at Kudaka Island. Strictly 
speaking, the actual maximum wave conditions should be slightly smaller than the estimated condition. However, 
since the difference is sufficiently small (<1 m in wave height and <1 sec in period), the effect may be negligible 
in the discussion.

As stated above, the maximum significant wave observed at Nakagusuku Bay was 13.6 m in Hs and 14.9 sec 
in Ts during Typhoon 0704. Using Typhoon 0704 as an example, our simulation showed that the incident waves 
off Kudaka Island had Hs of 14.97 m and Tp of 15.04 sec. These values are still smaller than the estimated values 
of maximum waves (Fig. 3). Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that the waves stronger than the maximum 
recorded storm wave around the Ryukyu Islands have hit to the study area in the past.

Most intense typhoon in the northwestern Pacific Ocean
Since we independently estimated the wave conditions for arbitrary intensity bins of typhoons, it is also possible 
to estimate the maximum intensity of the typhoon that hit to the study area in the past. Interestingly, both curves 
estimated from two independent calculations (blue and red lines in Fig. 3) intersect at a point with wave con-
ditions with Hs = 17.5 m and Tp = 15.9 sec; the central pressure is 890 hPa and the maximum wind speed is 135 
knots. This in turn suggests that this size of typhoon can generate waves that carry enough energy to reproduce 
the present distribution of boulders. The condition at intersection (Hs = 17.5 m, Tp = 15.9 sec) is well consistent 
with the condition with low residual error estimated in the above section (Hs = 17 m, Tp = 16 sec). Therefore, we 
infer that this intensity of typhoon would be the maximum in the past since boulders were emplaced on the reef.

As can be seen from our calculation results, the strength of the typhoon and the magnitude of the waves are 
proportional, and so a small typhoon produces only small waves. Therefore, the cumulative effect of small but 
frequent typhoons did not affect the final boulder distribution. On the other hand, small typhoons may have a 
role of supplying new boulders onto the reef flat and slightly shift boulders landward.

In this study, we fixed the course of typhoon but one can consider the results might be different if we assume 
various courses. However, Okinawa Prefecture31 assumed similar course of typhoon as the possible maximum for 
risk assessment, suggesting that this course of typhoon can generate the largest storm wave. Also, even though 
we consider the other courses, the local wave condition at Kudaka Island should satisfy the wave conditions (red 
line) in Fig. 3. Therefore, typhoon intensity should not be extremely large irrespective of the course. Based on this 
evidence, we infer that our results likely approximated the maximum typhoon and storm waves irrespective of 
course of typhoon.

Regarding to the local risk assessment, Okinawa Prefecture31 assumed possible maximum typhoon with 870 
hPa of the central pressure and 104 knots of the maximum wind speed. Although the assumption of central 
pressure is appropriate, the difference of maximum wind speed is too large to be ignored. Regarding to the wave 
condition, our simulation showed that Hs and Tp are 15.85 m and 15.35 sec, respectively, if we assume the model 
by Okinawa Prefecture31; it is slightly underestimated the calculated maximum wave from this study (Fig. 3). 
Based on these results, future update of supposition may be required for better risk assessment.

Then, how long can we go back in time to estimate maximum typhoon by storm wave boulders at Kudaka 
Island? We suggest that our results are applicable since at least 3500 years ago because of following reasons:

 (1) Morimoto et al.32 suggests that the sea surface temperature (SST) in summer has been maintained at 26 °C 
or more since about 7000 years ago at Kikai Island (Fig. 1), which is necessary SST to generate typhoon33.

 (2) Sea level fluctuation has been relatively stable since about 5000 years ago34.

Group
Weight 
range (t) Number

Marker’s 
distance (m)

Marker’s 
weight (t)

a ~2.5 101 275 0.6

b 2.5~5 49 264 3.6

c 5~10 39 229 8.5

d 10~20 15 191 17.7

e 20~50 4 106 24.4

f 50~100 1 95 54.3

g 100~ 1 29 127.3

Table 2. The groups of boulders and information of each marker.
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 (3) Although it is necessary to estimate when the reef of Kudaka Island became similar to the present form, 
there is no information about the past reef formation at Kudaka Island. However, at Okinawa Island and 
Kume Island, which are close to Kudaka Island and located at similar latitude (Fig. 1), the formation 
and development of the reef topography have been investigated based on core drillings and radiocarbon 
dating34,35. According to the data, the fringing reef shape has not changed much over the past 4800 years 
at the southern area of Okinawa Island and the past 3500 years at Kume Island, respectively. Kawana36 also 
reported that the emplacement of boulders at Okinawa Island was started at least 3500 years ago. Similarly, 
displacement of boulders started 3000 years ago at Amami Islands18 and 4500 years ago at Ishigaki Island26 
respectively.

For these reasons, it is reasonable to conclude that the present-style reef has changed little at Kudaka Island for 
at least 3500 years and the displacement of boulders might have started afterward. This is probably a conservative 
estimate; as the current reef crest around Kudaka Island was formed 4800 years ago35.

Reconstructing intensities of tropical cyclones and corresponding waves
The maximum typhoon estimated in this study (890 hPa) was significantly stronger than the most powerful 
typhoon that hit to the Kudaka Island in the observation record from 1951 (930 hPa). However, Typhoon 6118, 
which passed to the east of the Ryukyu Islands and hit Honshu (Japan mainland) in 1961, had 145 knots of the 
maximum wind speed and 888 hPa of central pressure. It is as strong as the estimated typhoon, suggesting that 
present distribution of boulders at Kudaka Island can be explained if the equivalent size to the Typhoon 6118 pass 
near the island. The significant advantage of our method is that it can be applied anywhere in the world at places 
where storm wave boulders are reported. The boulders can be used to evaluate the intensity of tropical cyclones 
and the corresponding waves.

Our results suggest that the typhoon intensity was not extremely large in the past and there may be a certain 
physical limit to its development under stable climatic and oceanographic conditions. Meteorologically, there is a 
theory that typhoons cannot be abnormally large and the maximum intensity is constrained by the local environ-
ment37–39: typhoons have a certain limit, to which the can be developed physically (so-called Maximum Potential 
Intensity (MPI)). According to Emanuel38, MPI becomes stronger when 1) SST and boundary layer temperature 
are high, 2) the outflow temperature is low, and 3) the entropy difference on the sea surface is large. Since the 
boundary temperature and sea surface entropy are deeply related to SST, basically MPI strongly depends on SST. 
However, it was not unveiled whether the past typhoons before the observation era are within the range of MPI. 
It is not possible to estimate past MPI accurately without dense and accurate environmental values because it is 
difficult to calculate typhoon development completely even in current typhoon forecast40. In this sense, our meth-
odology can estimate the maximum intensity of the past typhoons from the geological evidence. Since our result 
provides a realistic intensity (890 hPa) that is consistent with MPI, the MPI theory is supportable.

As stated above, we cannot fully exclude the effect of tsunamis unless we perform detail numerical analy-
ses in the future work. However, the boulder distributions are almost identical throughout the entire Ryukyu 
Islands except for the tsunami-affected southern islands18. This sedimentological feature is reasonably explained 
by high-frequency but similar-size wave events by typhoons rather than low-frequency but different-size wave 
events (=tsunamis). Even if we assume that a tsunami had occurred in the past and formed the present boulder 
distribution at Kudaka Island, its size should be as large as the storm wave estimated in this study, which can be 
regarded as small. If we considering the potential effect of such minor tsunami effect, estimated wave and typhoon 
intensities in this study might have a chance of slight overestimation. However, the estimated intensities are close 
to the past ones such as the Typhoon 6118. Hence, we conclude that the estimated wave and typhoon intensities 
are reasonably valid as maximum.

Methods
Numerical simulations of both (1) boulder transport by storm wave and (2) storm wave generation by arbitrary 
intensity of typhoon are carried out separately. Then, combining these two independent numerical results, the 
maximum intensities of waves and typhoons that formed present boulder distribution are estimated. The proce-
dure is divided into two steps. Firstly, we estimate the maximum wave that has been affected to Kudaka Island 
based on the actual boulder distribution as a constraint. The computational domain is the coastal area of Kudaka 
Island, and the cross-sectional topographic data (5 m mesh) extracted from our multibeam bathymetric results41 
was used for the modeling. Secondly, we estimate the intensity of a typhoon that can produces the maximum wave 
estimated in the first step. For this step, we use topographic data (30 seconds mesh) provided by GEBCO.

We conducted coupled calculation using two wave models, BOSZ (Boussinsq Ocean & Surf Zone model) and 
Delft3D-SWAN in order to express the non-hydrostatic motion in shallow waters and construct the wave and 
wind fields by the storm. BOSZ is a Boussinesq-type model that handles weakly dispersive waves, wave breaking, 
run-up on land and recirculation42–44. Note that this model includes the generation of infragravity waves and surf 
beat45. Calculation of the boulder movement is simultaneously performed with the wave-field calculation.

Some models of boulder movement have been proposed13,46–48. These models are commonly based on the 
Morison’s equation49 so that basic concept is similar. In this study, the equation of motion for boulder movement 
is based on Imamura et al.13 because the validity of this model was well confirmed by applying it to the 2004 
Indian Ocean tsunami50. The external forces acting on the boulder are the fluid force Fm, the friction force at the 
bottom Fb, and the component of the gravity force Fg along the slope. According to Nandasena et al.51, sliding is 
the form with the smallest force required for movement. Also, on flat reef, boulder with low height are most likely 
to be moved by sliding16. Therefore, we assumed that the boulder is moved by sliding. We set the density of the 
boulder to 2.01, the coefficient of static friction to 0.75, and the coefficient of drag to 2.0 based on Goto et al.16. 
The coefficient of mass was used 1.67 based on Watanabe et al.27. The empirical dynamic friction proposed by 
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Imamura et al.13 used for the simulation. This dynamic friction includes the effect of the lift force. We assumed 
that the roughness on the reef is constant for our calculation because the surface rock of the numerical region of 
boulder movement is composed of the same materials (reef rocks).

In order to calculate wave field caused by typhoon, we used Delft-3D52 and SWAN53. Delft-3D is a program 
to calculate the water elevation and current field by the shallow water equation. Receiving results from Delft-3D, 
then SWAN calculates the spectral parameters of the wave field including currents and storm surge; returning 
back the radiation stresses to Delft-3D.

The typhoon characteristics in the calculation are based on the method of Bricker et al.54. In order to calculate 
the pressure and wind fields, the path and central pressure of typhoon are input into the parametric model of 
Holland55. Then, a correction has been incorporated into the method based on Fujii and Mitsuta56 for considering 
asymmetry of those fields. The maximum wind radius was estimated using the empirical relationship of Quiring 
et al.57.

For the simulation using BOSZ, a set of Hs (24 cases) and Tp (23 cases) of wave spectrum are schanged inde-
pendently, and the calculation is performed for 133 cases of initial wave conditions (Table S1). In order to reduce 
the computation load, we conducted one-dimensional calculation because topography, wave distribution, and 
boulder distribution don’t vary significantly in the north and south directions along the reef edge so that one 
dimensional calculations are representative for our purpose. The computation time is 3600 sec and the time step 
interval is around 0.05 sec (BOSZ uses an adaptive time stepping scheme). The water level is kept at mean tide 
level.

For Delft-3D/SWAN modeling, the course of typhoon is fixed as the path of Typhoon 0704, the course of 
which is considered to induce the largest effect of storm wave to the Kudaka Island. The calculations are per-
formed under the conditions of 15 cases whose central pressure and the maximum wind speed are synchronously 
changed (Table 1). Also, Okinawa Prefecture31 conducted storm wave simulation for the generation of hazard 
map. They assume the typhoon with the central pressure of 870 hPa, with the maximum wind speed of 105 knot, 
and with a track going north on the west side of Okinawa Island similar to Typhoon 5115. Since the course of 
the simulation in this study is similar to the assumption by Okinawa prefecture31, it is possible to compare the 
results. Therefore, as shown as T5115 in Table 1, we simulated under the same condition as Okinawa prefecture31 
to evaluate the validity of the damage estimation.
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